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                    An elevated touch to aesthetics.

                

                
                    Sunder Plastic Surgery brings a feminine touch and empathic approach to aesthetics, shining light on women’s diverse journeys and elevating understanding and quality of care from her unique perspective and wealth of experience.
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														Meet the doctor Dr. Samela Sunder

							
								As the only double board-certified facial plastic surgeon in Beverly Hills, Dr. Sarmela Sunder not only brings impressive training and an artistic eye, but patients also seek her out for her caring, attentive, compassionate patient experience.
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														Meet the doctor Dr. Samela Sunder

							
								Having studied at Johns Hopkins University, earning her medical degree at Cornell University Weill Medical College, and serving as Chief Resident at Stanford, Dr. Sunder has trained under internationally renowned facial plastic surgeons.

							

															Read More About Dr. Sunder
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														Meet the doctor Dr. Sarmela Sunder

							
								Dr. Sunder leads with an artistic vision, guided by a philosophy that each face is a distinctive canvas. With detailed precision and extraordinary surgical skills, she turns the aging process into an artistic masterpiece.

							

															Read More About Dr. Sunder
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I have been a client of Dr. Sunder for about ten years. I count my stars that I had the luck to find her! Her skills as a surgeon are beyond compare and are equally matched by her bedside manner, kindness,  and compassion for her patients.

													

						
															Ilene Williger
													

					

																
													
																	
																	
																	
																	
																	
															
																		
															
My experience with Dr. Sunder and her staff has been flawless from start to finish. She uses the latest technology and techniques to create a natural and subtle result. She helped me correct an issue from another doctor, and I am so happy with my results. They are subtle and natural-looking. I won’t trust anyone else with my face again!

													

						
															Rosemond
													

					

																
													
																	
																	
																	
																	
																	
															
																		
															
Dr. Sunder is a true artist as well as a skilled physician. Professional, easy to talk to and communicate with, she can find your best, most beautiful self. She is my “not so secret” secret to looking as good and youthful as I feel!  Thank you, Dr Sunder, for your true “Beauty Magick”!

													

						
															Patti Negri
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                    Boost your vitality Aging Gracefully

Our approach to aging gracefully centers around self-care, nurturing aesthetic wellness for an enriched life quality. By enhancing your natural beauty and elevating your confidence, we boost your vitality as you navigate life's stages.

Learn More About our Philosophy

                

                                             

        

    

    
      



	
		
							
					
						
														Unlock Facial Harmony Facial Plastic Surgery

							
								For patients seeking to turn back time on their upper facial region, Dr. Sunder employs surgical finesse to rejuvenate features like the forehead, eyebrows, and eyes, harmonizing natural beauty with her artistic approach.

							

															Upper Face Procedures
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														Unlock Facial Harmony Facial Plastic Surgery

							
								Dr. Sunder's surgical mastery is evident as she artfully elevates the cheeks and mid-face, revitalizes the lips, and reshapes the nose with meticulous techniques that ensure a refreshed and harmonious facial appearance.
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														Unlock Facial Harmony Facial Plastic Surgery

							
								For patients who want a more sculpted facial profile, Dr. Sunder transforms the lower face with procedures that enhance the chin and jawline contours, removing excess fullness or adding shape and projection.

							

															Lower Face Procedures
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														Unlock Facial Harmony Facial Plastic Surgery

							
								Dr. Sunder's adeptness in neck lifts redefines profiles, addressing sagging and enhancing contours. Her surgical mastery and artistic sensibility restore graceful necklines and boost confidence.

							

															Your Neck Lift
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					Facial Optimization

View All Procedures

				

						
								Facial optimization is Dr. Sunder's realm of expertise, where science and art converge. With surgical finesse, she reimagines features, harmonizing aesthetics with individuality. From rhinoplasty that refines focal points to mid-facelifts that revive youthfulness, her approach is transformative. Neck lifts and submental liposuction redefine contours, while chin augmentation adds balance.

Dr. Sunder's meticulous techniques enhance each client's unique beauty, instilling confidence. With a keen eye, she crafts results that resonate with natural allure. Her holistic understanding of facial aesthetics creates a canvas where age gracefully intertwines with personal radiance, revealing the true essence of every individual.
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                    Real results Follow Us on Social

Dr. Sunder loves to connect on social platforms, where she has hundreds of thousands of followers. Join in to stay up to date on the very latest trends, surgical procedures, and personal advice in the world of aesthetics.

                

                                  
                    	
	
	
	



                             

        

    

    
      


        
        
            Dr. Sunder is an absolute heaven sent angel. She has been my doctor for over 5 years. She is light handed and always makes sure I am leaving looking natural. She always knows exactly what I need and I always leave feeling better than ever. She also has some amazing products of her own to help anti aging. I especially love her weekly exfoliant. I once had a breakout and that exfoliant absolutely saved my skin! I can’t imagine going anywhere else.

            L.G.
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                    Non-Surgical Procedures.

                

                
                    Dr. Sunder specializes in non-surgical procedures, harnessing advanced techniques to rejuvenate without the risks of surgery. Her expertise ensures natural-looking results every time.
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									Facial Sculpting
								

																	A beautiful jawline, a more perfect nose, supple and inviting lips… facial sculpting with Dr. Sunder encompasses these desirable beauty standards and much more.
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									Injectables
								

																	From BOTOX to Kybella, and everything in between, your injectable treatment at Sunder Plastic Surgery is guided by Dr. Sunder herself, a globally recognized master injector.
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									Topical Rejuvenation
								

																	Dr. Sunder takes a completely customized, cutting-edge angle when it comes to rejuvenation with PRP/PRF and MicroGold.
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									Non-Surgical
									Facial Contouring
								

																	Achieving tighter skin and firmer, more elegant facial contours has never been easier than it is today with Dr. Sunder’s modern approach.
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									Non-Surgical
									Laser Treaments
								

																	Laser and light treatments at Sunder Plastic Surgery include a range of advanced options for everything from aging concerns to unwanted tattoos.
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			In the Media

From People to Bazaar to KTLA, and many more, Dr. Sunder is regularly featured in the media. As the only double board-certified female plastic surgeon in Beverly Hills, she is in demand when it comes to sharing her expertise and unique point of view on the latest procedures and treatments in the world of aesthetics.

Media & News
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                    Empower Your Natural Beauty

                

                
                    Discovering and revealing your beautiful self can and should be an empowering experience. Dr. Sunder believes all patients have an innate beauty and considers it her honor to highlight and draw it out. Whether you’re younger or older, you can take charge of letting your beauty shine with an experienced guide like Dr. Sunder on your side.

                

            

            

    
      

    
        Follow Dr. Sunder on TikTok

          @drsarmelasunder  


        
    



    





    

    
        
            Schedule a Consultation

                            Book Now
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            LOCATION
            
                421 N Rodeo Drive G8 Beverly Hills, CA 90210
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            (424) 478-9362
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